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Thermal simulation software outputs: a conceptual data model of information presentation for

building design decision-making

Clarice Bleil de Souza∗ and Simon Tucker†
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Building simulation outputs are inherently complex and numerous. Extracting meaningful information from them requires
knowledge which mainly resides only in the hands of experts. Initiatives to address this problem tend either to provide
very constrained output data interfaces or leave it to the user to customize data organisation and query. This work proposes a
conceptual data model from which meaningful dynamic thermal simulation information for building design decision-making
may be constructed and presented to the user. It describes how the model was generated and can become operational, with
examples of its applications to practical problems. The paper therefore contains useful information for software developers
to help in specifying and designing simulation outputs which better respond to building designers’ needs.

Keywords: simulation outputs for decision-making; simulation outputs for building design; simulation and building design

1. Introduction

The aim of this paper is to describe a conceptual data

model from which dynamic thermal simulation information

for building design decision-making may be generated.

Providing such information to the building designer is a

challenge that has been addressed in the past by the design

of new software and interface/outputs, mainly from an

engineering or project management perspective. In this

paper we follow an approach based on considering pri-

marily the needs of the user. This focus on the user is

inspired by the practice of Interaction Design (Cooper,

Reimann, and Cronin 2007; Rogers, Sharp, and Preece

2011) and represents a new approach toward the problem

of enabling a wider range of design professionals to make

use of simulation software in the design of low energy

buildings.

The paper is a follow on to a previously published

paper in this journal (Bleil de Souza and Tucker 2014)

which proposed and described a framework within which

thermal simulation post-processed information meaning-

ful to building design decision-making may be generated.

The framework explored what information is relevant to

designers and how it can be generated. It did not address in

detail how to manage and use data representation and data

display systems meaningful to design decision-making.

The current paper describes in detail a conceptual data

model to address these issues. This conceptual model is a

high-level description of the entity classes and the associ-

ations between pairs of these classes, which together order

*Corresponding author. Email: bleildesouzac@cardiff.ac.uk
†School of Art and Design, Liverpool John Moores University, Liverpool, L3 5YD, UK.

the data to effectively communicate simulation results to

building designers. Conceptual data models are used in

Computer Science to organise information prior to the

development of database/database management systems.

The framework and conceptual data model are devel-

oped by considering building designers as the ultimate

simulation tool users either directly or indirectly when sup-

ported by consultants, and are therefore developed to fit the

building designer’s ‘modus operandi’.

1.1. A summary of the framework

Extensive discussions about appropriate descriptions of

the building designer’s ‘modus operandi’ can be found in

the building design literature.1 One of the most famous

descriptions is provided by Schon (1984, 1988, [1983]

1991). According to Schon, designers solve problems by

‘reflecting in action’ through ‘a conversation with the

materials of the situation’. This means designers grad-

ually discover the problem while attempting to propose

solutions to it. A key aspect of this process is that it neces-

sarily involves experiments. These experiments can be of

the following three types: (i) exploratory experiments, in

which action is undertaken only to see what follows; (ii)

move-testing experiments, used to assess moves depend-

ing on the changes produced and whether the designer likes

the changes produced; and (iii) hypothesis-testing experi-

ments, used to discriminate among competing alternatives

© 2015 The Author(s). Published by Taylor & Francis.

This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution License (http://creativecommons.org/Licenses/by/4.0/), which permits
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2 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

generally not used to reach a final solution but to constantly

reframe the problem through a new hypothesis to be

tested.

These experiments are not controlled (not allowing

phenomena to be isolated or variables to be separated).

More importantly, these experiments are generally used to

transform the situation from ‘what it is’ to something the

designer likes better (Schon [1983] 1991). This means the

design process is a constant work in progress which only

stops when designers decide this is the case (Figure 1).

Simulation outputs need to be ‘in tune’ with these

experiments. They need to provide answers to the differ-

ent ‘what if’ situations generated within these experiments.

The framework extracted from these ‘what if’ situations

questions about performance. It also proposed a structure

to set up specific questions about performance, so that

Figure 1. A snapshot of a ‘reflection in action’ through ‘a conversation with the material of the situation’ (Akin 2001). Image from
Elsevier.
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Journal of Building Performance Simulation 3

Figure 2. An illustration of the framework produced in Bleil de Souza and Tucker (2014).

these questions can be embedded in sequences of moves

directed by reflection in action (Figure 2).

Since only five aims2 and five analysis processes3 were

identified and confirmed in a survey and interviews with

building designers, around 20 standard questions were

developed (see Bleil de Souza and Tucker 2014 for a

full list of questions). Examples of questions are: ‘How

sensitive is this building to [design action]?’ How does

this building perform with [design action]? Designers are

expected to be able to select which standard question(s)

and (sets) of design action(s) best fit the design experiment

they are undertaking. Examples of design actions include:

different types of shading devices, different glazing ratios,

a specific type of external wall panel system, etc.

1.2. The conceptual data model

The framework paper outlined the need for a conceptual

data model to be developed. This current paper explores in

detail how the conceptual data model for presenting simu-

lation information for design decision-making (dashed box

in Figure 1) was generated and how it can become opera-

tional. It specifically focuses on the type and relationship

among data as well as representation systems building

designers need to make decisions. This conceptual data

model does not focus on data management or on proposing

a database structure. It is a starting point for constructing

a database/database management system in which enti-

ties, their attributes and relationships are described without

using a formal language and independently of any choice

of database technology.

The conceptual data model, like the framework,

emerged form a process of Participatory Action Research

(PAR) and Thematic Analysis of design work produced by

140 novice designers. All types of analysis, metrics, inter-

action with data and data displays were extracted from the

140 design journals. Principles of Information Visualiza-

tion and dynamic thermal modelling were used to filter and

quality assure these entity classes. Associations between

pairs of entity classes were explored based on pairwise

comparison used to identify appropriate and inappropriate

combinations of relevant data for design decision-making.

Pairwise comparisons are used to ensure that all pos-

sibilities of how the output is constructed have been con-

sidered, as opposed to simply assuming that the user will

be satisfied for example with a list of figures or one type
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4 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

of chart. Therefore, the conceptual data model is intended

to enable software developers to strike a balance between

providing too much and not enough information for design

decision-making. Examples are provided to illustrate and

discuss the potential and capabilities of the model. The full

design and implementation of a database/database manage-

ment system is outside the scope of this study as is the

interface to enable building designers to manage it.

The participatory methods used to produce the concep-

tual data model also provide its validation, as the model

emerges from the identified needs of the user. A further

stage of validation will only become relevant when (and if)

the conceptual model is developed and implemented into a

working system.

2. Background

2.1. Representation systems

Previous initiatives which explored output data to inform

design decision-making mainly focused on expanding the

scope of representation systems to describe and compare

building performance. Simple examples of these can be

found in most ‘user friendly’ simulation software to date

(NREL 2013; AutoDesk Ecotect 2014; IES 2014, etc.). In

these tools, some performance metrics can be displayed on

top of 2D and 3D views designers are used to manipulate

(plans, section, elevation, perspectives, etc.). These initia-

tives also include the development of integrated thermal

performance metrics (e.g. comfort, hours of overheating,

etc.) and more elaborate types of 3D representation sys-

tems (examples of virtual reality images, movies, etc. can

be seen in Evins et al. 2012; Struck et al. 2012, etc.).

Ways to display comparisons with benchmarks,

notional buildings, regulatory targets and other design

options were extensively explored in the simulation litera-

ture (Papamichael et al. 1999; Papamichael 1999a, 1999b;

Soebarto and Williamson 2001; Prazeres 2006; Prazeres

and Clarke 2003, 2005 to cite a few). Examples pro-

vided by these authors range from Multi-Criteria Evalua-

tion strategies to complex output interfaces with highlights

to facilitate data interpretation. They generally focus on

comparing different models and/or different performance

metrics for a single model. The way comparisons are struc-

tured is appropriate to describe behaviour against targets

but not very useful to describe behaviour of different design

alternatives. When assessing different design alternatives,

designers need to be reminded in a clear and straightfor-

ward way which design parameters were changed and by

how much, in order for these changes to be associated with

changes in building behaviour.

This issue seems to be addressed by some initiatives

which explore the integration of parametric tests to exist-

ing simulation tools. As in parametric tests the focus lie

on understanding the consequences that changing design

parameters have into simulation results, comparisons are

sometimes displayed mainly linked with these changes

(Chlela et al. 2009; Ochoa and Capeluto 2009; Pratt and

Bosworth 2011; Petersen and Svendsen 2012, to cite a

few). However, when this is the case, information seems

to be quite restricted in terms of how users can navigate

through output data. Researchers provide generally one

or two representation systems they believe are the most

appropriate ones to display this kind of information. They

tend not to query their suitability in terms of the way users

interact with data and derive meaning from it.

When simple generative forms are used to produce

design advice, output information tends to be more ‘user

friendly’. Scripts to produce them output geometrical

boundaries that respond to certain performance criteria

(Marsh and Haghparast 2004; Ochoa and Capeluto 2009,

to cite a few). These boundaries further combined with

legislation requirements and site constraints, provide clear

visual guidance to explore building form in the early design

stages (Figure 3(a)). However, the same can rarely be said

when more elaborate optimization routines are applied to

produce design advice. In these cases, even though users

are generally provided with a Pareto front graph to query

on best design alternatives (Figure 3(b)), queries tend not

to be displayed in a user friendly format (See Nguyen,

Reiter, and Rigo 2014 for a review of optimisation and

building performance analysis). This means the user needs

to post-process information that comes from optimization

routines into something (s)he can understand to then query

the content of this information.

In general, users want to avoid having to understand

and deal with the complexities involved in generating

information they use in their everyday activities: They want

this information to be readily available. Building designers

are no different. They do not want to deal with simulation

output post-processing to be able to use this information

for design decision-making.

These examples of outputs illustrate that while

researchers and developers continue to propose and inte-

grate new representation systems, comparative displays,

parametric tests and different types of analysis algo-

rithms to existing tools , there is a lack of a comprehen-

sive overview or system that collects all these proposals

and explores more general ways of ordering informa-

tion. Therefore, a framework to post-process and shape

simulation information for building designers to use was

proposed by the authors. This current paper builds on this

framework and explores the construction of a conceptual

data model to be transformed into a database/data manage-

ment system of meaningful simulation outputs to design

decision-making. Once developed, this database/data man-

agement system, potentially accessible through a user

friendly interface, would guide designers to query simu-

lation output data while undertaking design experiments.

The database of outputs is not seen as exhaustive but

could accept new additions, especially in data metrics and
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Journal of Building Performance Simulation 5

Figure 3. (a) Visual guidance to explore building form produced from simple generative forms (Marsh 2005) vs. (b) Pareto graphs
resultant from optimization studies (Brownlee and Wright 2012).

displays, following new research developments in these

areas. This approach to structuring simulation software

output information using a database/data management sys-

tem can in theory be extended to any user, who could

include building engineers and consultants needing differ-

ent types of analysis and results on which to base design

decisions.

2.2. Databases

Current databases, when used to organise simulation out-

put information, do not have a format to recall information

that meets building designers’ needs (Mahdavi, Bachinger,

and Suter 2005; Stravoravdis and Marsh 2005; to cite a

few). More specifically, they do not provide readily avail-

able information to be recalled on the following main aims

designers have when using BPS (Building Performance

Simulation) for design decision-making: (i) understand-

ing a specific performance result; (ii) exploring a specific

design strategy; (iii) meeting a target; (iv) assessing a

specific product and (v) optimising.4

However, they are widely used by building designers

particularly as nowadays Building Information Modelling

(BIM) systems5 are part of everyday design activities.

They are also widely used by the building simulation com-

munity to organise simulation input information (materials,

constructions and schedules)6 and to benchmark building

simulation results by comparing them with case studies.7

They are starting to be used to facilitate parametric analy-

sis (Turrin, von Buelow, and Stouffs 2011), meaning they

are not only appropriate to structure simulation results but

also that their use is common among designers and the sim-

ulation community. They are powerful tools for data man-

agement and enable choices to be pre-defined/customised,

potentially facilitating knowledge sharing among practices

and knowledge transfer to beginners and/or newcomers.

The purpose of the data model described in this paper

is therefore to structure and represent simulation output

data through a database/data management system. How-

ever, exploring simulation output data relevant to design

decision-making is seen independently of proposing a sim-

ulation output data interface. It is essential that this explo-

ration happens prior to the development of an interface as

any interface should focus on different user experiences in

interacting with data and machines rather than on the data

itself.

3. Analysis and methods

This work starts by using a PAR approach. In this approach

designers are invited to propose what they think are appro-

priate building thermal physics information for building

design decision-making. The advantages of using this

type of approach is that beneficiaries themselves propose

a solution to their own problems eliminating the needs

for further tests. Examples of meaningful information for

design decision-making, from a designer’s viewpoint, are

extracted from a sample of 140 design journals. These

journals narrate all steps used to solve a design problem

which included thermal comfort, energy efficiency and the

testing of passive design strategies (a summary of one of

these journals is presented in Annex 1). The data set is

limited to the design of an office building envelope in

which heat balance calculations were undertaken using

simplified methods. Hand calculations were used, instead

of any kind of software, to prevent any bias by existing

user interfaces to interfere with proposals. Those sorts of

calculations were also seen as an efficient mechanism to

facilitate knowledge transfer of building thermal physics

concepts to designers.

A Thematic Analysis is applied on this empirical data

sample. Thematic Analysis, a common research method
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6 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

from the Social Sciences, consists of investigating recur-

rent themes in a data set so that a phenomenon can be

described (Bryman 2008). A Thematic Analysis should not

be confused with a statistical analysis. It comprises iden-

tifying and recording recurrent themes from all the data

in a data set so the conceptual data model can present all

relevant possibilities regardless of how frequently they are

used.

This successive data querying and filtering also

involves reviewing the information generated from sim-

plified methods. If this information is to be produced by

dynamic thermal simulation tools, it should comply with

the dynamic, systemic, nonlinear and stochastic nature of

building thermal physics phenomena. This compliance is

achieved by using dynamic thermal modelling principles to

revise and adapt metrics and analysis methods used in the

data sample. Metrics or quantities used to measure building

behaviour are changed (e.g. air temperatures are replaced

by environmental/operative temperatures, metrics related

to simplified heat balance breakdowns are eliminated, etc.).

Appropriate analysis methods to post-process BPS data

into a format which match design aims are proposed in

replacement of the simplified ones found in the data sam-

ple8 (e.g. simplified heat balance breakdown results are

replaced by elimination parametric tests to explain main

causes of building behaviour, etc.).

Information Visualization principles (Schneiderman

1996; Card, Mackinlay, and Shneiderman 1999; Spence

2007; Mazza 2009; Ward, Grinstein, and Keim 2010) are

used to codify displays and organise subcategories of inter-

actions with data. Displays are described by a pseudo-code

to facilitate data manipulation. Interaction with data is

explored according to proposed by Schneiderman (1996)

who states that users should be provided with the ability to:

• Obtain an overview of the data to get a broad

understanding of a phenomena;

• Zoom into areas of specific interest and filter out

unwanted data;

• Ask for a specific type of detailed information;

• Retrace previous steps (retrace history);

• Compare and relate information.

Overviews and zooms, become instances of the con-

ceptual data model class of ‘types of interaction with data’

whereas the remaining three types of interaction with data

are embedded in the conceptual data model structure.

The different methods, principles and approaches of

this research together with the data they used or generated

are summarised in Figure 4. Details involved in defining

each class of the conceptual data model and the list of data

which belongs to them are explained in Section 4.

Pairwise comparisons are used to explore appropriate

combinations of relevant data for design decision-making.

Pairwise comparisons are a common analysis method

used in the Social Science, Psychology and Artificial

Intelligence to undertake comparative judgement between

pairs of data (David 1988). In computer science, they

Figure 4. Summary of how the conceptual data model classes emerged.
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Journal of Building Performance Simulation 7

are also used to undertake internal validation of software

development. In this conceptual data model, they illustrate

if a combination is preferred or not.

The four classes of the conceptual data model enable

six pairwise comparisons to be explored (Figure 5). Com-

parisons were numbered according to the sequence of

operation indicated in Figure 5. Preferred combinations

discussed in detail in Section 5 come mainly from the

data set, polished by information from the literature on

BPS software. However, preferred combinations reported

in Section 5 should not be seen as exhaustive and could

be further developed/refined and even made specific to

each different design practice. They could be open to

being customized by each different practice depending on

the building typologies they generally deal with, types of

contracts undertaken, specific ways they organise design

teams, etc.9 Section 5 is therefore intended to illustrate how

pairwise comparisons are used to relate the four classes of

Figure 5. Relationships between the conceptual data model and the framework developed in Bleil de Souza and Tucker (2014).
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8 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

the conceptual data model for ‘generic’ types of low energy

design problems.

Figure 5 illustrates the relationship between the concep-

tual data model and a design question from the framework

proposed in Bleil de Souza and Tucker (2014). The anal-

ysis process in a question narrows down the search in

preferred combinations in comparison 1. Types of display

not appropriate to respond to the type of analysis in the

question are automatically eliminated from a future list of

choices. Aims and actions can be used to infer a selection

of ‘metrics’ and ‘types of interaction with data’ poten-

tially available to answer the question. The dashed arrows

(Figure 5) indicate a separate study would be necessary

to determine if this selection could be at least partially

automated. In case this selection should be manual, it

would be necessary to determine the best user interface

and database/database management system to present this

information for designers to select.

Once metrics and types of interaction with data are cho-

sen, a search in preferred combinations in comparison 2

can be undertaken. Comparisons 1 and 2 would provide

all the necessary constraints to automate searches in the

remaining comparisons. The aim of the search is to output

a narrow list of types of display to represent the answer

to the question. Choices of displays should preferably be

provided rather than a single display option.

4. Defining classes of the conceptual data model

The classes of the conceptual data model are discussed in

this section. They were initially listed in Bleil De Souza

and Tucker (2013) but are described here in terms of the

data model. A definition for each class is provided followed

by an explanation about how it is defined based on infor-

mation from the data set, principles of dynamic thermal

modelling and Information Visualization. Recommended

lists of instances for each class are provided based on the

empirical data set in combination with information from

the literature and BPS software output interfaces. These

lists of instances are not supposed to be exhaustive.

4.1. ‘Types of analysis’ class

Definition: ‘Types of analyses’ are a class which describes

and defines how building designers would use dynamic

thermal simulation tools to inform or assess design deci-

sions. They are important procedures or algorithms to

extract design advice or undertake performance queries in

BPS output data. Controlling different types of analysis is

seen as the most important aspect of integrating BPS tools

throughout the building design process.10 Table 1 provides

a list of the five types of analysis instances which belong to

this class together with the purpose in using each of these

analysis instances to inform design decision-making.

Data evidence: Information from the data set reports

mainly descriptive and comparative types of analysis

instances. Many comparisons focus on understanding the

contribution of each of the heat balance component in the

overall building behaviour. They are used to understand

causes of building performance and provide some infor-

mation on where to act to improve it. Comparisons with

targets and standards and comparisons among different

design alternatives are also common. Elimination paramet-

ric is used to illustrate the influence of internal gains in

overall heating and cooling demands. Sensitivity tests are

sometimes undertaken to experiment with window areas

and window material properties. Optimization routines are

sometimes used to explore shading device form.

Each analysis instance reported in the data set was

critically assessed using dynamic thermal modelling prin-

ciples to ensure the dynamic, systemic, nonlinear and

stochastic nature of building thermal physics phenomena

Table 1. Types of analysis to be included in the conceptual data model (from Bleil de Souza and Tucker
2014).

Type of analysis Purpose of analysis

Descriptive To describe performance behaviour of one single model
To remind the user of a base case or starting point
To create a benchmark for comparison

Comparative To compare ‘n’ different parameters in a model
To compare a single parameter across different models
To compare ‘n’ different parameters across ‘n’ different models

Elimination parametrica To explain causes of a specific building behaviour or performance results
Sensitivity analysis To inform on the sensitivity of the model to changing a single parameter

To inform on the sensitivity of the model to changing ‘n’ parameters

Optimization To inform on the best performance for the optimum combination of a group of
pre-defined parameters

aEven though elimination parametric can be considered a sub-case or special type of sensitivity analysis, the
authors decide to treat it separately in this conceptual data model because it can be examined as a special case
of analysis prone to automation.
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Journal of Building Performance Simulation 9

would be preserved. Analysis instances to explain building

behaviour based on simplified methods, (e.g. comparing

heat balance breakdowns) were replaced by elimination

parametric tests as suggested by SERI (1985).11 Main

causes of building behaviour could be provided with five

tests eliminating the following variables one at a time:

internal gains, ventilation losses and gains, solar gains, fab-

ric conduction losses or gains and fabric storage. Specific

causes of building behaviour could be provided with more

detailed tests: (i) eliminating usage-related variables one

at a time (people, artificial lighting, equipment and ven-

tilation loses or gains) or (ii) eliminating building-related

variables one at a time (window conduction, wall conduc-

tion, roof conduction, floor conduction, window mass, wall

mass, roof mass, floor mass, solar, infiltration).

4.2. ‘Types of metrics’ class

Definition: ‘Types of metrics’ are a class which describes

and defines the different quantities associated with build-

ing behaviour relevant to design decision-making. These

quantities need to be capable of being represented as time

series, summarised and aggregated as appropriate enabling

designers to see when exactly heating, cooling and artificial

lighting are needed through structured searches for over-

heating and under heating patterns at typical and peak days

(as recommended by SERI 1985).12 Table 2 provides a list

of the metric instances which belong to this class.

Data evidence: The data set included mainly metrics

used to describe overall building performance (e.g. heating

and cooling demands, temperatures, etc.). A second com-

mon set of metrics is used to understand causes behind

this performance in attempt to gain insights on where to

act in the building to improve its behaviour (e.g. heat bal-

ance breakdowns). More specific metric instances are used

to assess specific design intents (e.g. shading and light-

ing metrics are also used to assess if a desired type of

atmosphere is achieved in some of the internal spaces).

Metrics instances in the data set can be grouped into:

comfort-related metrics (air temperatures, daylight fac-

tors and illuminance levels), solar-related metrics (incident

solar radiation on windows and data related to shading) and

energy-related metrics (heating and cooling demands, heat-

ing/cooling degree hours, electric energy consumption and

heat balance breakdowns).

Some of these metric instances are adjusted to be more

precise in delivering the information requested (e.g. air

temperatures are replaced by environmental/operative tem-

peratures to provide a better indication of comfort; heating,

cooling and lighting energy consumption are replaced by

heating, cooling and lighting energy consumed per fuel

type to account for other sources of energy supply). Metric

instances related to heat balance breakdowns are elimi-

nated (see discussion in Section 4.1). New metric instances

related to comfort and passive building behaviour are intro-

duced (e.g. PMV and working hours operating without

Table 2. Metrics relevant to display meaningful information to design decision-making (from Bleil de Souza
and Tucker 2014).

Metric

Comfort-related metrics Environmental/operative temperature (min, max, mean – annual, monthly and
hourly – typical and design days)

PMV, PPD or any other comfort metric (typical and design days)
Daylight illuminance (min, max, mean, peak – annual, monthly, typical, design

days) – values for grid in space or 1 average value per room
Time exceeding glare index set point (annual, monthly, typical and design day)

Cost-related metrics CO2 emissions
Capital cost heating, cooling, lighting (i.e. cost of HVAC and lighting machines,

ducts and controls)
Operational cost heating, cooling and lighting (i.e. annual energy use and/or

peak energy use if tariffs differ)
Minimum rate of return on investment
Investment time
Amount of money to spend on improvements

Energy-related metrics Heating, cooling and lighting thermal energy delivered to space (annual,
monthly, peak, typical and design days)

Energy use for heating, cooling, lighting at the meter (annual, seasonal, monthly,
peak, typical and design days)

Working hours operating in a passive mode or working hours within, above and
below the comfort zone (annual, seasonal, monthly)

Working hours not requiring artificial lighting (annual, seasonal, typical and
design days)

Shading/solar-related metrics Transmitted solar radiation (annual, seasonal, typical day and design days)
Shading on floor plan in % (annual, typical and design days profile)
Shaded surfaces (internal and external) (typical and design days profile)
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10 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

Figure 6. Examples from types of interaction with data found in the data set.
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Figure 7. Examples of different types of data display proposed by building designers.
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12 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

HVAC respectively). A series of metric instances related

to cost are suggested (following SERI 1985; Waltz 2000;

Franconi 2011, to cite a few).

4.3. ‘Types of interaction with data’ class

Definition: ‘Types of interaction with data’ are a class

which describes and defines possibilities involved in

and afforded by manipulating thermal simulation post-

processed output information. The instances defined for

this class are the following: Overviews, zoom into different

time frames, zoom into different location/orientation13 and

zoom into parameters potentially related to design actions.

Data evidence: Information from the data set was

organised into the different types of interaction with data

instances reported in Section 3. Overviews and different

types of zoom were used to gather insights about how

designers query information relevant to design decision-

making. Overviews provide data summaries (Figure 6(a)).

Zooms into different time frames are generally used to

increase understanding about a specific type of behaviour

(Figure 6(b)). Zoom into different building locations,

façade orientations and construction assemblages are

instrumental to design decisions. They are generally dis-

played using performance metric instances represented on

top of plans, elevations and sections (Figure 6(c)).

Types of interaction with data should be explicitly

organised to facilitate data query, minimise visual noise

and reducing the ‘cognitive load by removing unnecessary

information from displays’ (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler

[2003] 2010). Further empirical studies would be neces-

sary to conclude if precise definitions of overviews and

zooms can be generalised or if they need to be addressed

on a case-by-case basis (e.g. would looking at energy

use in a specific time frame, for instance the summer

period, be considered an overview or zoom into time? The

answer to this might potentially depend on the type of

project, personal preferences, etc.). Proposing ‘progressive

disclosure’14 would also involve investigations to indicate

whether these can be generalised or need to be addressed

in a case-by-case basis.

4.4. ‘Types of data display’ class

Definitions: ‘Types of data displays’ are a class which

describes or defines the different ways of representing use-

ful information for design decision-making. An indicative

notation system in the form of a pseudo-code is developed.

This provides a synthetic and clear description of each

display instance facilitating their manipulation in the con-

ceptual data model structure as well as their interpretation

by computer programmers.

Data evidence: The empirical data set is rich in infor-

mation display instances especially to connect perfor-

mance information with design parameters (Figure 7).

Representation systems can be of two types: (i) Location

based, in which performance metrics are displayed on top

of commonly used building design displays (e.g. plans,

sections, elevations, etc.); (ii) Abstract, in which perfor-

mance is displayed in a non-spatial way through graphs,

tables, text, etc. In the first case, the aim is to inform where

a specific parameter or performance result would occur or

which specific building design element is mainly respon-

sible for causing specific resultant behaviour. The second

case seems to be more useful when highlight strategies are

adopted to help interpret information (e.g. ranks, ranges

and differences between two or more options or between

an option and a target).

Display instances from the data set were identified,

classified and had indicative pseudo-code assigned to spec-

ify their content. In this pseudo-code a display instance is

defined by a name followed by its attributes. The names for

Table 3. Different data displays and their respective pseudo-code with highlights (examples of how targets can
be highlighted are provided in brackets on the highlight column).

Types of display Attributes Highlights (examples)

Table (m(1 . . . x),
n(1 . . . y))

m = dimensions in data (1 . . . x) (columns) Coloured cell

n = number of records (1 . . . y) (rows)

Dense table (m(1 . . . x),
sm(1 . . . z), n(1 . . . y))

m = dimensions in data (1 . . . x) (columns) Coloured cell

sm = sub-dimensions in data (1 . . . z) (sub-column)
n = number of records (1 . . . y) (rows)

Bar chart (Dg (1 . . . n),
My)

Dg (1 . . . n) = nominal data group (1 . . . n) (X -axis) Rank

My = metric (Y-axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)

Arrow diagram (Dg, My) Dg = nominal data group (X -axis) Coloured circle
My = metric (Y-axis)

Grouped bar chart (Dg
(1 . . . m), Sg (1 . . . n),
My)

Dg = nominal data group (1 . . . m) (X -axis) Rank

Sg = sub group (1 . . . n) (X -axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)
My = metric (Y-axis)

(Continued).
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Journal of Building Performance Simulation 13

Table 3. Continued

Stacked bar chart
(Dg(1 . . . m),
My(1 . . . n))

Dg = data group (1 . . . m) (X -axis) Rank

My(1 . . . n) = metric (1 . . . n) (Y-axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)

Pie chart (S(1 . . . n), M) S(1 . . . n) = Sectors (1 . . . n)
M = metric

2D line graph (Mx, My) Mx = metric (X -axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)
My = metric (Y-axis) (Shaded area)

2D Superimposed line
graph (Dg(1 . . . n), Mx,
My)

Dg (1 . . . n) = data group (1 . . . n) (line) Bold colour line

Mx = metric (X -axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)
My = metric (Y-axis) (Shaded area)

Histogram (Ix, Fy, M) Ix = interval (X -axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)
Fy = frequency (Y-axis)
M = metric

Superimposed histogram
(Dg(1 . . . n), Ix, Fy, M)

Dg (1 . . . n) = data group (1 . . . n) Differences shaded
Ix = interval (X -axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)
Fy = frequency (Y-axis)
M = metric

Tornado chart (Mx,
Vy(1 . . . n))

Mx = metric (X -axis) Rank
Vy (1 . . . n) = variables (1 . . . n) (Y-axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)

Multiple Tornado chart [C
(Mx, Vy(1 . . . n))]

C = category Rank
Mx = metric (X -axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis)
Vy (1 . . . n) = variables (1 . . . n) (Y-axis)

Multimetric Tornado
chart (Mx(1 . . . n),
Vy(1 . . . n))

Mx 1 . . . n) = metric (1 . . . n) (X -axis)

Vy (1 . . . n) = variables (1 . . . n) (Y-axis)

2-D Contour plot (S, M,
I())

S = surface Overlaid polygon
M = metric (Shaded below target performance)
I = interval (integer or normalised)

2-D Pareto front graph
(Mx, My)

Mx = metric (X -axis) Coloured dots in the Pareto front
My = metric (Y-axis) (Dotted line from Y-axis andX -axis)

2-D surface view (S, M,
Cs or txt)

S = surface Colour + polygon
M = metric (Shaded below target)
Cs = Colour scheme
Txt = text

Carpet plot (Mx, My, Mc,
Cs)

Mx = metric (X -axis) (Shaded below target performance)
My = metric (Y-axis)
Mc = metric (colour)
Cs = Colour scheme

Box plot (Dg, M, D) Dg = data group
M = metric
D = distribution (e.g. limits of the box)

Multiple box plot
(Dg(1 . . . n), M, D)

Dg (1 . . . n) = data group (1 . . . n) Rank
M = metric (Dotted line from Y-axis)
D = distribution (e.g. limits of the box) (Shaded area)

each display instance come from the literature of Informa-

tion Visualization (specifically Wright 2007; Mazza 2009;

Ward, Grinstein, and Keim 2010). The respective attributes

are listed in Table 3 together with examples of how impor-

tant information can be highlighted. The list of highlights

is far from exhaustive and does not include interactive

highlights (such as brushing, etc.). Table 3 only informs

how things can be highlighted – NOT what information

can be highlighted. The way information can be high-

lighted depends on the display instance used to represent it,

whereas the type of information to be highlighted depends

on the aims behind an analysis.

5. Exploring pairwise comparisons of the conceptual

data model

This section examines the preferred combinations of each

of the six pairwise comparisons of the conceptual data

model. Preferred combinations are not exhaustive and

should in theory be customizable. Preferred combinations

in each comparison are described following the sequence

of operations outlined in Figure 5. Principles underlying

each combination are outlined together with comments for

combinations that should not be allowed. While many of

the combinations presented in Tables 4–7 are allowed in

theory, they would be limited in practice by the simulation
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14 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

software being used, and therefore also provide a means

by which any particular software can be assessed as to its

functionality in terms of provision of outputs.

5.1. Comparison 1: types of analysis and types of data

displays

Preferences for combining these two classes are illustrated

in Table 4 with the following principles underlying them:

• Descriptive analyses can be represented using the

vast majority of display instances and provide more

possibilities for different metrics to be compared

without cluttering.

• Elimination parametric tests, sensitivity tests and

comparative analysis can be represented using

similar display instances as they all involve com-

paring different models. Comparisons can be empha-

sized through data grouping (e.g. grouped bar

charts), data superimposition (e.g. superimposed his-

tograms or line graphs) and/or by increasing data

density (e.g. dense tables).

• Data from sensitivity tests can be summarised

through special display instances called Tornado

charts. These are modified bar charts with ranked

data categories listed vertically generally used to

illustrate the relative importance of each variable of

a sensitivity test.

• Optimization data are generally summarised through

Pareto front graphs which could be a useful inter-

face to further query optimization results. The term

‘After zoom’ in Table 4 refers to potential types of

displays to be presented after querying the Pareto

Front graphs. Zooming into a specific point of the

Pareto graph could lead to display instances suitable

to represent descriptions. Zooming into a specific

region of the Pareto graph could lead to display

instances suitable to represent comparisons. His-

tograms, used to illustrate how often values for

each specific design parameter being optimised were

used in optimisation tests, could assist in identi-

fying the most important contributors to building

performance.

• All analysis instances, with the exception of

descriptive ones, when displayed as 2D contour

Table 4. Comparison 1: types of analysis and types of data display.

Types of analysis

Types of display Descriptive Comparative Elimination parametric Sensitivity tests Optimization

Tables � � � � After zoom

Dense tables � � � � After zoom

Bar chart � � � � After zoom

Grouped bar chart � � � � After zoom

Stacked bar chart � � � � After zoom

Arrow diagram � � � After zoom

Pie chart � After zoom

2D line graph � � � After zoom

2D superimposed line graph � � � � After zoom

Histogram � �

Superimposed histogram � � � � After zoom

Tornado chart �

Multiple tornado chart �

Multi-metric tornado chart �

2D contour plot � Small multiples � Small multiples After zoom/small
multiples

2D Pareto front graph �

2D surface view � Small multiples � Small multiples After zoom/small
multiples

Carpet plot � After zoom

Box plot � After zoom

Multiple box plot � � � After zoom

. . .
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Table 5. Comparison 2: types of metric and types of interaction with data.

Types of interaction with data

Zooms

Type of metric Overview Time Location/orientation
Parameters potentially

related to design actions

Comfort metrics Environmental/operative
temperature

� � � �

PMV, PPD or any other
comfort metric

� � � �

Daylight illuminance � Metric tends to be shown
for a specific time frame
and location

�

Time exceeding glare
index set point

� Metric tends to be shown
for a specific time frame
and location

�

Cost metrics CO2 emissions � �

Capital cost heating,
cooling, lighting

� � �

Operational cost heating,
cooling and lighting

� � �

Minimum rate of return on
investment

� �

Investment time �

Amount of money to
spend in improvements

� �

Energy metrics Heating, cooling and
lighting thermal energy
delivered to space

� � � �

Energy use for heating,
cooling, lighting at the
meter

� � � �

Working hours operating
on a passive mode or
working hours within,
above and below the
comfort zone

� � � �

Working hours not
requiring artificial
lighting

� � � �

Shading/solar metrics Transmitted solar
radiation

Metric tends to be shown
for a specific time frame
and location

�

Shading on floor plan in % Metric tends to be shown
for a specific time frame
and location

�

Shaded surfaces (internal
and external)

Metric tends to be shown
for a specific time frame
and location

�

plots or as 2D surface views, could be repre-

sented as small multiples (i.e. showing multiple

2D displays, one for each different model being

compared).

5.2. Comparison 2: types of metrics and types of

interaction with data

Preferences for combining these two classes are illustrated

in Table 5 with the following principles underlying them:
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16 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

Table 6. Comparison 5: types of interaction with data and types of data display.

Types of interaction

Zooms

Types of display Overview Time Location/orientation
Parameters potentially

related to design actions

Tables � � � �

Dense tables � � �

Bar chart � � � �

Grouped bar chart � � �

Stacked bar chart � � � �

Arrow diagram � � � �

Pie chart � � � �

2D line grapha
� � � �

2D superimposed line graph � �

Histogram � � �

Superimposed histogram � � �

Tornado chart � � � �

Multiple tornado chart � � �

Multi-metric tornado chart � � � �

2D contour plot � � � or small multiples

2D Pareto front graph � �

2D surface view � � Small multiples

Carpet plot �

Box plot � �

Multiple box plot �

. . .

aLine graphs in this case do not necessarily mean time series.

• Comfort and energy-related metric instances are rel-

evant to be displayed in all types of interaction

with data. At an overview level, they are useful to

quantify and benchmark overall building behaviour.

At a zoom level, they improve understanding on

when, where and potentially why performance is

happening.

• The time and space dependency of shading/solar-

related metrics make them more appropriate to be

displayed preferably when zooming into data.

• Cost -related metrics are suitable to be displayed

at an overview level but could also be displayed

at zoom level in fine tuning, resolving conflict-

ing design objectives or whatever other analogous

circumstance.

5.3. Comparison 3: types of analysis and types of

metrics

Preferences for combining these two classes of the con-

ceptual data model are not reported in a table because any

metric instance can be used in any analysis instance.

5.4. Comparison 4: types of analysis and types of

interaction with data

Preferences for combining these two classes of the concep-

tual data model result in all combinations being possible

due to the principles listed below.

• All analysis instances should enable interaction with

data at an overview level to convey data summaries.

Specifically in the case of elimination parametric

tests, main causes of building behaviour could be

provided at an overview level reporting the follow-

ing variables: internal gains, ventilation losses and

gains, solar gains, fabric conduction losses or gains

and fabric storage.

• All analysis instances should also enable interaction

with data at all zoom levels to improve understand-

ing on when and where performance is happening

as well as on what is causing it. Specifically in

the case of elimination parametric tests, causes of

building behaviour could be provided by zooming

into parameters potentially related to design actions
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Table 7. Comparison 6: types of metric and types of data display.

Types of metric

Comfort metrics Energy metrics Shading/solar metrics

Types of display

Environmental/
operative

temperature

PMV, PPD
or other
indices

Daylight
illuminance

Time
exceeding
glare index

Thermal
energy

delivered to
space

Energy use
at the meter

Working hours
operating in a
passive mode

Working hours not
requiring artificial

lighting

Transmitted
solar

radiation

Shading on
floor plan in

%
Shaded
surfaces

Tables � � � � � � � � � �

Dense tables � � � � � � �

Bar chart � � � � � � �

Grouped bar chart � � � � � �

Stacked bar chart � � �

Arrow diagram � � � � �

Pie chart � � �

2D line graph � � � �

2D superimposed line graph � � � �

Histogram � � � � � � �

Superimposed histogram � � � � � � �

Tornado chart � � � � �

Multiple tornado chart � � � � �

Multi-metric tornado chart � � � � � � �

2D contour plot � � �

2D Pareto front graph � � � � �

2D surface view � � � � � � � � � � �

Carpet plot � � � � �

Box plot � � � � � � �

Multiple box plot � � � � � � �

. . .
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18 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

reporting: (i) usage-related variables (people, arti-

ficial lighting, equipment and ventilation loses or

gains) or (ii) building-related variable losses or gains

(window conduction, wall conduction, roof conduc-

tion, floor conduction, window mass, wall mass,

roof mass, floor mass, solar, infiltration). This same

type of zoom should also be enabled in optimiza-

tions if designers wish to use optimization results

to explore which design parameters are the most

important contributors to building performance.

5.5. Comparison 5: types of interactions with data and

types of data displays

Preferences for combining these two classes are exam-

ined considering principles of Information Visualization.

In these principles, excellence in data display follows

from communicating complex ideas with clarity, preci-

sion and efficiency (Tufte 1983). Representation systems

should avoid data distortion, encourage comparisons, pro-

vide coherence to large data sets and display the data such

that the substance of it, what it represents, is brought into

focus rather than means and methods behind representa-

tions. Comparisons should be controlled to a small number

of displays for many variables (5 being a good number) and

multiple small views of states in a single variable (small

multiples) (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler [2003] 2010).

Following these criteria, only display instances consid-

ered most appropriate for the different types of interaction

with data are marked as preferred. This means fields not

filled with an ‘�’ might be prone to data cluttering compro-

mising the speed and effectiveness of results interpretation.

Fields filled with ‘small multiples’ indicate multiple dis-

plays of the assigned type. Preferences for combining

these two classes are illustrated in Table 6 and discussed

below:

• Overviews should convey data summaries and broad

indications of performance with clarity. The pre-

ferred display instances for these should deal with

caution with data density and data superimposition

(fields related to superimposed and dense types of

displays were not filled with a ‘�’).

• Zooms into different time frames (seasonal, monthly,

typical days, etc.) are preferred to be displayed using

instances which emphasize when performance needs

to be improved. Performance profiles are suitable to

be illustrated using line graphs. Performance data

aggregated over a specific time frame are suitable to

be illustrated through bar charts or tables.

• Zooms into different types of location/orientation

could be provided directly through spatial repre-

sentation systems (2D surface views, contour plots,

etc.). They could also be provided through abstract

display instances, having at least one nominal vari-

able to represent location/orientation (bar charts,

arrow diagrams, etc.).

• Zooming into design parameters potentially related

to different design actions are generally presented

by display instances which emphasize comparing

performance data summaries for different models.

Although this means display instances in this case

might be very similar to the ones requested for

overviews, more in depth information can be pro-

vided through data superimposition and data density

increase (e.g. dense tables and superimposed his-

tograms). Information could be complemented by

2D contour plots or surface views displayed as small

multiples providing a performance summary of the

impact of design variables potentially related to

design actions in space.

Further studies would be necessary to explore poten-

tial useful combinations of different zoom instances.

Are these more efficiently managed when directly com-

bined (e.g. when zooming in time and location/orientation

happen simultaneously) or are they are better man-

aged if undertaken in sequence (e.g. zooming in time

first and from there proceed to zooming into loca-

tion/orientation)? Further explorations of combining differ-

ent zooms could be used to refine preferred combinations

and provide a user defined structure to request details on

demand.

5.6. Comparison 6: types of metrics and types of data

displays

Cost-related metric instances were excluded from this

combination. These instances require the application of

financial value techniques and classical investment anal-

ysis methods to be processed and have an appropriate

display instance attributed to them, which are beyond the

scope of this study. The following principles of what is

preferable in this pairwise comparison are outlined based

on information from Table 7:

• ‘Thermal energy delivered to the space’ and ‘energy

use at the meter’ can be represented using the major-

ity of display instances listed. 2D contour plots

should only be available for displaying these metrics

if energy results enable simulations to be undertaken

at a sub-zone level.

• ‘Time exceeding glare index’, ‘working hours oper-

ating in a passive mode’ and ‘working hours

not requiring artificial lighting’ are similar metric

instances. They are counts of the number of times

a phenomenon occurs as expected and can be rep-

resented using most display instances depending on
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the level of data interaction required. As these met-

rics are not time dependant, they are not appropriate

to be represented by line graphs or carpet plots.

• Temperatures and comfort indices mainly involve

quantifying phenomena at a time instant. They can

be represented either connected to this time instant

when appropriate (e.g. 2D graphs for temperatures)

or summarised using statistics (e.g. tables, his-

tograms, box plots, etc.). Results can be plotted

in 2D surface views to highlight where potential

problems could be expected.

• ‘Transmitted solar radiation’, ‘shading on floor plan

in %’ and ‘daylight illuminance’ are location-based

metric instances and should preferably be displayed

through 2D contour plots and 2D surface views. The

latter two metrics can also be summarised using

histograms or tables and displayed in relation to

time instants in carpet plots. ‘Transmitted solar radi-

ation’ can also be summarised in tables and dis-

played in relation to time instants using 2D line

graphs. ‘Shaded surfaces’ are generally represented

in 2D surface views to better convey the geometric

representation of a shading pattern.

• Zooms should also be enabled at a metric instance

level so that users could query for example the heat-

ing and cooling portions of thermal energy delivered

to the spaces, discriminate uncomfortable hours due

to overheating and under-heating in comfort indices,

etc. Zooms of this type were not explored in detail in

Table 7 to avoid information overload.

6. Discussion

6.1. Operation of the model

Operation of the model involves linking the design ques-

tions asked to the data produced as output (Figure 2). As

there are a limited number of questions it would be pos-

sible to supply these on one or more on-screen menu’s

to be manually selected. Figure 2 in theory also provides

a template to interpret design questions which could be

hand-coded on a natural language type of interface. A

question/answering system would need to be developed

to recognize a design input question as an instance of the

template:

< Design Aim > < Analysis Process > < Design Action >

Once the system has found a matching template, it

could recall a specific script to run simulations and the

necessary ancillary tools (e.g. optimization routines) and/or

procedures (e.g. automatic elimination parametric tests) to

generate the data to answer the question automatically.

The 20 questions developed are already a list of poten-

tial variations for the template question. They could be all

hand-coded individually, simplifying the question answer-

ing system to focus only on identifying the different types

of design actions for the different types of questions listed.

The design of this kind input interface and the details

related to the question/answering system are a problem

of software implementation and beyond the scope of this

study.

Figure 8. Further filtering system applied to the conceptual data model.
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20 C. Bleil de Souza and S. Tucker

Generating answers to these questions would involve

structuring modelling and simulations assumptions as well

as writing scripts to identify patterns in results (e.g. iden-

tify discomfort, hours of overheating, flag zones in which

it would happen and help the user to improve performance

by displaying the causes of the problem, etc.) Many of

these types of patterns could be automatically identified

and reported to the users in a simplified way, through inte-

grated performance metrics, simple text format (e.g. stating

what is causing a problem), indicated in plan (e.g. where a

problem is happening) etc. A full exploration about this

part of the work is however addressed in Tucker and Bleil

de Souza (2013) and further developed in detail in Tucker

and Bleil de Souza (2014).

Presenting answers to these questions would involve

developing a database/database management system to

enable manual, semi-automatic and totally automatic

searches in preferred combinations of the 6 aforementioned

pairwise comparisons (Figure 8). The search would start by

automatically identifying the ‘type of analysis’ in a ques-

tion to eliminate all but one specific column from Table

4 (Comparison 1). Metrics and different types on interac-

tion with data would eliminate most but a few fields in

Table 5 (Comparison 2). The selection of metrics could be

done in three different ways as, already outlined in Section

3 and suggested in Figure 8. Types of interaction with

data should be provided preferably at an overview level

first (as suggested by Information Visualization literature

and in interview with designers15). The selection of dif-

ferent types of zooms could either be done manually or

automatically and the interface should allow both ways to

happen.

Based on information from comparisons 1 and 2, pre-

ferred combinations of the remaining 4 pairwise compar-

isons could then be automatically identified. Results to

be reported to designers would only include combinations

which are marked as ‘preferred’ in all pairwise compar-

isons. Designers would be provided with a list of relevant

displays to represent a selection of few metrics in specific

types of interaction with data to choose how to best answer

their design question. Additional information about man-

ual, semi-automatic and automatic types of data selection

illustrated in Figure 8 provide an extra filtering system to

reduce the amount of choices to be presented to designers.

The model should also enable combinations of different

types of data selection to be customised (e.g. a practice

could wish to always output an overview of the minimum

rate of return on investment as the first metric to inform

or assess design decisions). Customization could be set up

by users and/or automated via the use of a Machine Learn-

ing system. Supervised learning could be used in this case

to store and analyse user specific preferences, presenting a

reduced number of visualization options every time a new

query is made. The context of a question would need to be

represented as a feature vector (e.g. encoding what kind of

simulation the user has performed) together with a record

what aspects of the output the user has previously wanted

to see. These would enable the system to learn with the

users what would be the most appropriate metrics and visu-

alization options to each different type of query, potentially

reaching a point in which choices are no longer presented if

not specifically requested. The design and implementation

of this supervised learning system and the development

of this database/database management system are again a

Figure 9. Example 1 (explained): applications of the conceptual data model applications in practice.
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problem of software implementation and beyond the scope

of this study.

6.2. Examples

Figure 9 shows an example of the conceptual data model

application in practice. It shows a question detached

from a specific context with ‘answers’ coming from pre-

ferred combination discussed in Section 5. It provides

a graphical explanation of the application of the model

in practice together with a detailed list of procedures to

be follow step-by-step, which start from how a question

can be decomposed and finish with how the number of

visualization options can be reduced. As it is not possible to

infer which kind of metric or zoom users could potentially

like to see in an ‘answer’ for this question, these would

need to be manually informed by designers, retrieved from

a custom-based list or from previous cases. Lists of display

choices would then be provided to enable the requested

BPS output to be presented. The designers would then

select the type of display (s)he is more comfortable dealing

with. If a custom-based system is in place, this part could

automated and a single display or an extremely reduced list

of displays could be presented. As it was already noted in

Section 3, ultimate display choices are a matter of personal

preference.

Figure 10 illustrates an application of the conceptual

data model when a question is attached to a very spe-

cific context: exploring the design of shading devices for

a school building in the UK. As school buildings in the

UK need to comply with BB101 overheating targets, sim-

ply comparing different design alternatives does not pro-

vide enough information for designers to make decisions.

These comparisons are more meaningful if bounded by

the targets. As BB101 specify allowable hours of over-

heating,16 this metric could be automatically identified

Figure 10. Example 2: applications of the conceptual data model applications in practice.
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from the question whereas a second metric to assist in

decision-making could be provided by the designer or cus-

tomized as default for school building assessment. Lists

of displays choices would then be restricted to offer an

‘answer’ to these two questions simultaneously, as pro-

vided in Example 2 (Figure 10). In this case the user has

selected a zoom to individual classroom overheating using

a metric of ‘hour > 28°C’. This example illustrates a case

in which interpreting questions and setting up preferred

combinations could be customized based on a specific

building typology. As suggested in Section 3, customiza-

tion could also be enabled in different practices depending

on the types of contracts they undertake, specific ways they

organise design teams, etc. such that questions that are

often asked can be saved along with the preferred outputs

and choices.

Having simulation output data information meaningful

to design decision-making in a hierarchical data structure

and within lists, facilitates choices and the retracing of

previous steps in querying results. It also facilitates set-

ting up interfaces in which users can customise their own

preferences either through the use of supervised machine

learning techniques and/or by manually saving them to

be retrieved in different projects. The hierarchical struc-

ture also facilitates the request for ‘details on demand’ to

be further explored through simultaneous and/or sequential

zooms, as discussed in Section 5.5.

Another feature of this model is that lists, especially

list of metrics and list of displays, are not supposed

to be exhaustive but to be constantly enriched by soft-

ware developers based on further research and interac-

tions with designers. New additions could vary from less

conventional types of displays (kinematic, haptic, etc.) up

to comprehensive metrics which could couple performance

with other types building design metrics (e.g. proportion

systems, ergonomics, rules of construction assemblage,

etc.). Before release to the users, every new addition

should be assessed in terms of preferred combinations as

illustrated in this work.

7. Conclusions and future work

This paper proposed a conceptual data model to present

meaningful dynamic thermal simulation information for

design decision-making. It explained how the model was

generated and how it could become operational, followed

by examples of its applications to practical problems.

Rather than following a conventional statistical analy-

sis on user preferences which would not cope with the

idiosyncrasies of the design problems, different types of

clients, different types of design practices, etc.; the authors

proposed a totally custom-based approach.

In this approach, the first priority was to identify and

make available a full and exhaustive range of meaningful

simulation outputs for building designers, rather than hav-

ing the software manufacturer decide for them on a reduced

set of representations. Having this full range potentially

available opens up the possibility of different design-

ers/users being able to choose how they wish to analyse

performance and view/interact with results.

This full range of possibilities was initially explored

through a Thematic Analysis on building designers’ work.

Dynamic thermal modelling and Information Visualization

principles were then applied to further organise simulation

output information. A filtering system was added to reduce

what could be a long list of output data. This filtering sys-

tem started by analysing pairwise combinations of simula-

tion output data to exclude those which are irrelevant or not

allowed. A second layer of filtering is applied when design-

ers ask a question from which aims, analysis processes

and potentially design actions and metrics are extracted to

narrow down the visualization choices once again.

A third layer of filtering is then to be applied by the user

through one or more of the following options:

(1) Enabling the manual selection of specific elements

of the conceptual data model (e.g. the selection

of a single metric) so that the list of visualization

options can be narrower.

(2) Enabling the designer, or his/her consultant, to

select and save preferred outputs such that these

are always made available when specific preferred

combinations are selected (e.g. a practice could

wish to always output an overview of the minimum

rate of return on investment as the first metric to

inform or assess any design decision).

(3) Enabling machine learning techniques to be imple-

mented so that the database/database management

system could learn from each user what are his/her

preferred outputs. Supervised Learning could be

used in this case to store and analyse user specific

preferences, presenting a reduced number of visu-

alization options every time a new query is made.

The context of a question would need to be repre-

sented as a feature vector (e.g. encoding what kind

of simulation the user has performed) together with

a record what aspects of the output the user has

previously wanted to see. These would enable the

system to learn with the users what would be the

most appropriate metrics and visualization options

to each different type of query, potentially reaching

a point in which choices are no longer presented if

not specifically requested.

The number of choices can be therefore limited by each

different user considering their specific needs, rather than

by finding a stereotypical user and assuming what he/she

wants. Possibilities of data display will always be reduced,

depending on the question asked and if a customised and/or

learning systems is in place. In case a learning system is

in place, it is expected that options will reduce according

to an increase in the number of queries. This is because,
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the larger the number of examples the system has stored,

the more it can learn with them and reduce the number of

display options presented to the user.

The model was validated and tested throughout its

construction by using a set of different methodological

approaches to extract concrete and relevant data for design

decision-making from designers themselves. Validation in

this case happens in a different way and can be summarised

by the three following stages/steps:

• PAR: Contrarily to other methods, in which the

researcher proposes a solution to a problem and

test this solution with his/her potential beneficiaries,

in PAR the beneficiaries themselves propose con-

crete solutions to their own problems. This being the

case, testing what is proposed by beneficiaries with

beneficiaries themselves becomes redundant, espe-

cially when the sample comprises more than a 100

participants.

• Elimination and filtering: Quality assurance in terms

of the physics contained in the solutions produced

by designers was guaranteed by checking proposals

in terms of them fitting or violating dynamic ther-

mal modelling principles. Solutions which violated

these principles were eliminated and/or adapted to

fit them.

• Pairwise comparisons: These comparisons were

used to ‘fine tune’ quality assurance procedures by

examining every combination of types of analysis,

types of metrics, types of interaction with data and

types of data display in pairs. They were also used to

manage information association and are a common

procedure used to do internal validation of software

development.

The need to organise and better present relevant ther-

mal simulation outputs for design decision-making is con-

stantly highlighted in the literature but is expressed in

practical terms in many software initiatives in a disartic-

ulated and disjointed format. The conceptual data model is

a meaningful resource for software developers to structure

output interfaces because it deals with information only,

independent of a specific database or database management

system format. This gives developers freedom to choose

how they wish to design a database/database management

system which best fit their different software structures.

As it is totally custom-based, the conceptual data model

proposed can be expanded and further developed to include

different simulation software users as this could be easily

managed in a database/database management system envi-

ronment. A range of users could thus gain access to the

power and accuracy of complex simulation tools, which

thereby could facilitate the design of low energy and low

carbon buildings.

This conceptual data model is not supposed to be

directly accessed by building designers, that is, it is not

supposed to be a user friendly simulation output inter-

face for building designers. It should be understood as a

comprehensive structure for software developers to pro-

duce appropriate simulation output interfaces for design

decision-making. Future work should involve: (i) explor-

ing appropriate database/database management systems for

implementation of the model; (ii) refine preferred com-

binations, metric and display instances in the model to

include issues related to communicating information to

clients, investors and passing information to the construc-

tion site; (iii) explore different types of user experiences in

interacting with this type of data.
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Notes

1. Schon (1988, [1983] 1991) are classics with more examples
presented in Lawson ([1980] 1997), Rowe (1987) to cite a
few.

2. Five aims from Bleil de Souza and Tucker ([1980] 2014) are:
(i) understanding a specific performance result, (ii) exploring
a specific design strategy, (iii) meeting a target, (iv) assessing
a specific product and (v) optimizing.

3. Analysis processes are described in detail in Table 1.
4. These limited number of aims and their relevance to design

decision making were extensively explored in (Bleil de
Souza and Tucker 2014). Even though most of these aims
require multiple simulations or needs third party tools to be
achieved, parts of them are now possible to be extracted
directly from BPS software. Open Studio (NREL 2013)
and Design Builder (Tindale 2013) provide some examples
of easy configuration or semi-automatic parametric tests,
indicating software developers are gradually understanding
simulation packages alone are not enough to cover user
needs.

5. Databases are a powerful feature in BIM software such as
AutoDesk Revit (2014), Graphisoft (2014), Bentley (2014),
etc.

6. Databases with simulation input data can be found in Tindale
(2013), ESRU, ESP-r (2013), NREL (2013), IES (2014), to
cite a few.

7. Databases to benchmark simulation results can be found in
Knight, Marsh, and Bleil de Souza (2006) and Knight et al.
(2007).

8. Details involving this replacement are discussed in Section
4.1.

9. Custom-based information, rather common in BIM systems,
could possibly enable context based and potentially more
efficient BPS results retrieval.

10. See Bleil de Souza and Tucker (2014) ‘further insights and
criticism’ for interviews with designers on this topic.
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11. Breakdowns from BPS are difficult to interpret especially
when designers want to know where to act on the fabric
and/or relate fabric and solar radiation to improve building
behaviour. Identifying the main contributors in the air heat
balance breakdown could be initially informative. However,
tracing information further in the inside and outside sur-
face heat balance breakdowns is not an easy task – if at all
possible.

12. The six ‘key’ days suggested by SERI (1985) would enable
designers to get a broader understanding of when energy is
needed without being overloaded by large amounts of time
series graphs with potentially minimal and/or meaningless
extra information to ‘be digested’.

13. Location and orientation are words designers understand.
They were therefore used to replace the simulation jargon of
‘zone’ and ‘aspect’.

14. ‘A strategy for managing information complexity in which
only necessary or required information is displayed at any
given time’ (Lidwell, Holden, and Butler [2003] 2010).

15. See Bleil de Souza and Tucker (2014) for details on inter-
views with designers.

16. BB101 specifies maximum environmental/operative temper-
atures allowed for schools in the UK: maximum of 120
h above 26°C, no hours above 32°C and 0 h where mean
‘ti’- mean ‘to’ is greater than 5°C. Even though this metric
is not directly listed in Table 2 (Section 4.2), this table is
not supposed to be exhaustive. A series of metrics related
to specific performance targets could be further included
there to cover most of the current legislation and building
regulations.
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Appendix. A sample of a summary of one of the design journals from the data sample
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